Abstract. In this paper we investigate selective sampling, a learning model where the learner observes a sequence of i.i.d. unlabeled instances each time deciding whether to query the label of the current instance. We assume that labels are binary and stochastically related to instances via a linear probabilistic function whose coefficients are arbitrary and unknown. We then introduce a new selective sampling rule and show that its expected regret (with respect to the classifier knowing the underlying linear function and observing the label realization after each prediction) grows not much faster than the number of sampled labels. Furthermore, under additional assumptions on the true margin distribution, we prove that the number of sampled labels grows only logarithmically in the number of observed instances. Experiments carried out on a text categorization problem show that: (1) our selective sampling algorithm performs better than the Perceptron algorithm even when the latter is given the true label after each classification; (2) when allowed to observe the true label after each classification, the performance of our algorithm remains the same. Finally, we note that by expressing our selective sampling rule in dual variables we can learn nonlinear probabilistic functions via the kernel machinery.
Introduction
In many real-world learning applications obtaining labels is an expensive process and several learning models have been proposed in the past to address this issue. In the membership query model, introduced in [1] and extensively investigated under adversarial and statistical assumptions, the learner can query the label of an arbitrary instance in the domain. In the label-efficient model of [10] the learner decides which labels to query from an adversarially chosen sequence of instances. A different setup is the active learning model (see, e.g., [4, 15] ), where the learner is allowed to interactively choose which labels to obtain from an i.i.d. training set of unlabeled instances. In this paper we are interested in a sequential variant of active learning, called selective sampling in [2] . In the selective sampling model the learner observes a sequence of i.i.d. unlabeled instances and decides whether to query the label of the current instance. Note that, in contrast with active learning where the learner has access to the entire training set, here the learner must base each query only on previously observed instances and labels. A very comprehensive study of selective sampling is carried out in [8] where it is shown that, under certain conditions, the query-by-committee (QBC) algorithm learns using a number of labels which is exponentially smaller than the number of observed instances. In particolar, QBC is shown to use exponentially fewer labels than instances when learning linear-threshold classifiers (LTC) under the hypothesis that: instances are drawn from a quasi-uniform distribution and labels are generated by a target LTC also drawn from a quasi-uniform distribution over the set of all LTCs. In this work, we obtain an exponential rate of labels over instances with a different algorithm and under slightly different conditions. We assume that labels are stochastically related to instances via a linear probabilistic function whose linear coefficients are arbitrary and unknown.
To learn these coefficients we use a least-squares estimate which is incrementally built over the set of instances for which we obtained the label.
1 Each time a new instance is observed, the algorithm decides to ask for a label if the magnitude of the estimated margin on the current instance falls below a certain threshold. This threshold is dynamically adjusted according to a large deviation analysis based on the number of observed instances and labels. Under additional conditions on the instance distribution, we show that the number of labels grows logarithmically in the number of observed instances, thus achieving the desired exponential rate. More discussion on the relationships between our results and those proven in [8] is deferred to the full paper.
The main motivation driving our research was the design of an algorithm with good empirical behavior. In the last part of the paper, we describe some experiments on text categorization with Reuters Corpus Volume 1. These experiments show that our algorithm makes, in a certain sense, optimal use of the label information. In particular, the performance curve of our selective sampling classifier does not improve when feeding more labels than those asked by the algorithm. Moreover, the performance curve flattens approximately when the frequency of queried labels flattens. This may be interpreted as the ability of the selective sampler to ask labels in proportion to the information that can be gained at each stage of the learning process, irrespective to (and without much affecting) the actual rate of mistakes that are being made.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall basic preliminaries, introduce the notational conventions used throughout the paper, and define our selective sampling model. In Section 3 we introduce our selective sampling algorithm and provide a theoretical analysis of its performance. In Section 4 we present the results of experiments run on text data. In Section 5 we summarize our work and describe our future directions of research.
Learning model, preliminaries and notation
We assume instances X 1 , X 2 , . . . are drawn independently from a fixed and unknown distribution on the surface of the unit Euclidean sphere in R d , so that X t = 1 for all t ≥ 1. The label of each instance X t is given by a {−1, 1}-valued random variable Y t . We assume there exists a fixed and unknown vector u ∈ R d , with Euclidean norm u = 1, such that E [Y t | X t = x t ] = u x t for all t ≥ 1. Hence X t = x t is labelled 1 with probability (1 + u x t )/2 ∈ [0, 1]. We call the pair (X, Y ) an example. All probabilities and expectations will be understood with respect to the joint distribution of the i.i.d. process
In this model, we want to perform almost as well as the algorithm that knows u and labels X t with 1 if and only if u X t ≥ 0. We consider linear-threshold algorithms that predict the value of Y t through sgn(W X t ), where W ∈ R d is a dynamically updated weight vector which might be intended as the current estimate for u.
We use ∆ t to denote the margin u X t and ∆ t to denote the margin W X t whenever W is understood from the context. We will sometimes abuse the notation and write ∆ t to denote both the random variable u X t and its realization u x t . No confusion will arise. We define the regret of the linear-threshold algorithm at time t on the given instance X t as P(Y t ∆ t < 0) − P(Y t ∆ t < 0) Our goal is to bound the cumulative regret
In the selective sampling model, at each time step t the learner observes the instance x t (a realization of X t ), outputs a binary prediction, and possibly issues a query to access the label y t (a realization of Y t ). Note that while each prediction of the learner (which we henceforth call selective sampler) must only depend on the previously observed instances and on the previously queried labels, the cumulative regret is computed on all time steps; that is, taking also into account those times t when the algorithm did not issue a query.
Let {φ} denote the Bernoulli random variable which is 1 if and only if predicate φ is true. Observe that {Y t ∆ t < 0} ≤ {Y t ∆ t < 0} + { ∆ t ∆ t ≤ 0}. Hence the cumulative regret satisfies
We will prove bounds on the right-hand side of (1) that are inversely proportional to the square of the smallest margin ∆ = min 1≤t≤n |∆ t |.
if
Yt is available, then increment N and update using (¡ t, Yt). 3 Definition and analysis of the algorithm
Our selective sampler (see Figure 1 ) stores each instance whose label has been queried. During the first R steps, where R depens only on the eigenstructure of the process generating the data, the sampler queries all labels. When this transient regime is over, the sampler queries a label at time t > R based on the margin ∆ t of the current instance X t , as we explain below. Let S be the matrix whose columns are the instances stored before observing instance X t , and let Y be the vector of labels that have been queried for these stored instances. The margin ∆ t = W X t is computed using
where I is the d × d identity matrix. 2 Let N t be the number of data elements whose labels have been observed up to and including time t, so that N R = R (in what follows, we write ∆ Nt−1,t instead of ∆ t to stress the dependence of ∆ t on the number of queried labels/stored instances). If the margin is small, that is ∆ 2 Nt−1,t ≤ (4 ln t)/N t−1 , then the label of the next instance X t+1 is queried. In the following, we show that ∆ Nt−1,t is a (biased) estimate of the true margin ∆ t . To guarantee that, at time t, the regret increases as 1/t (so to achieve the desired logarithmic cumulative regret), we sample often enough to make sure that the size of ∆ t 's confidence interval, at a confidence value of 1/t, is smaller than ∆ t (note that we must do that without knowing the exact value of ∆ t ). The main scaling factor in the sample size turns out to be related to the expected value of 1/∆ 2 t , which is the same for all t due to the i.i.d. assumption. Once we collect evidence that the number N t−1 of queried labels is smaller than our current estimate of 1/∆ 2 t , that is when ∆ 2 Nt−1,t ≤ (4 ln t)/N t−1 , then we query a new label. Note that this technique is designed just to detect the need of an additional label, which we assume is queried from the next random instance. A more refined technique (see Section 4) would query instead the label of the current instance, following the obvious intuition that we should make "more progress" towards u. Unfortunately, we have not been able to analyze the performance of this latter method.
The next theorem is our main theoretical result.
. sample such that X t = 1 with probability 1 and Y t ∈ {−1, 1}, where
, where (X 1 , . . . , X d ) = X 1 . Assume λ > 0 and set R = max {96 d, 912 ln n} /λ 2 . Then the cumulative regret of our selective sampling algorithm is at most
where L is the number of queried labels after the first R time steps (thus R + L is the total number of queried labels). In turn, L satisfies
Remark 1. This theorem says that the expected regret of our algorithm grows only logarithmically above the expected number of requested labels, R + E L.
In turn, L depends on the minimum margin ∆. A more explicit bound on the expectation of L is one in which ∆ is replaced by the process margin ∆ 1 = u X 1 . In order to obtain such a bound, it is sufficient to require that the distribution of instances is such that the distribution of the inverse squared margin 1/∆ 2 1 has a tail decreasing as fast as a gaussian, that is,
for all α > 0 and for some σ > 0. In such a case, it is not hard to show the following bound:
Remark 2. As other least-squares estimators, our algorithm can be turned into an equivalent dual form. This is needed when we want to use the feature expansion facility provided by kernel functions (see, e.g., [6, 16] and references therein) to efficiently handle nonlinear probabilistic models of the data. Moreover, the estimator (2) can be computed incrementally as new instances are stored, by exploiting known adjustment formulas for partitioned matrices such as those mentioned in [5] .
We now introduce our main technical tools. The proof of the first lemma, along with a few ancillary definitions, is given in the appendix. Lemma 1. For each i ≥ 1 let T i + 1 be the time at which we store an instance for the i-th time and let Z Ti = (X Ti , Y Ti ) be the example whose margin caused instance X Ti+1 to be stored. Then Z T1+1 , Z T2+1 , . . . are independent random variables distributed as Z 1 .
Lemma 1 is used, together with the next result, to control the bias of ∆ t . The next lemma, which can be easily derived as a consequence of Theorem 8 in [14] , establishes a concentration property about the eigenvalues of an empirical correlation matrix whose items are generated by an i.i.d. process.
be a random vector such that X = 1 with probability 1, and λ be the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix
. . , X s be i.i.d. random vectors distributed as X, S be the d×s matrix whose columns are X 1 , . . . , X s , A = S S be the associated empirical correlation matrix, andλ s be the smallest eigenvalue of A (note thatλ s ≥ 0). Then:
provided s ≥ 96d/λ 2 . Note that if s ≥ (912 ln n)/λ 2 , for some n > s, then the right-hand side of (3) is less than 2(n + 1)/n 3 . A final notational remark. In the analysis below we denote by ∆ s,t the random variable obtained by restricting to those sample realizations such that N t−1 takes on value s. In other words, any predicate φ = φ( ∆ s,t ) involving ∆ s,t should actually be intended as a shorthand for the joint predicate φ( ∆ Nt−1 ,t ) and "N t−1 = s".
Further, we recall that if
Armed with these tools, we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We say that t is a marking step if the instance observed at time t triggered a query on the label of the next instance. We split the regret into a contribution due to marking steps and a contribution due to nonmarking steps keeping the initial R time steps apart,
Since instances in marking steps have a small margin, we cannot say much concerning the probability of making a mistake on those steps. Therefore, we bound (4) as follows
Clearly, N R = R. We now focus on time steps t ≥ R + 1. On those time steps a label is queried if and only if N t−1 ≤ (4 ln t)/ ∆ 2 Nt−1,t , and, if a query is issued, then N t = N t−1 + 1. Moreover, for any integer M ≥ 1, if the sampler queried at least R + M labels, then there exists some time step s ≥ R + M where N s ≥ R + M . Let then M be any integer satisfying M ≥ (16 ln n)/∆ 2 . Recalling that the total number of queries is R + L, we have
where the B s,t are arbitrary real numbers whose values will be related to the bias of our estimator ∆ s,t , as specified next.
Let X 1 , . . . , X s be the s stored instances in ∆ s,t and let Y 1 , . . . , Y s be their labels. Recalling (2), we compute the conditional expectation of ∆ s,t as follows.
where the bias B s,t satisfies
whereλ s denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the empirical correlation matrix S S . Let us now turn to the (conditional) variance of ∆ s,t . We have
and, using the simple properties of matrix norms mentioned earlier, v 2 satisfies
We now continue by upper bounding the double sum in (6) . Recalling (8), we can write
We observe that if s > (6), where ∆ = min t=1,...,n |∆ t |, implies
We want to apply expectations to both sides of the last inequality. Lemma 1 states that the stored variables (X 1 , Y 1 ) , . . . , (X s , Y s ) are a set of independent random variables distributed as X 1 . Hence, we drop the primes and simply write (X 1 , Y 1 ) , . . . , (X s , Y s ). We have
Hence the Y i are independent when conditioned on the stored examples and we can apply Chernoff-Hoeffding [11] bounds. Conditioning further on X t , and recalling (7) and (9), we thus obtain (w.p.1)
we can apply Lemma 2 and get
Thus we can write
We now bound the remaining term (5) by adapting a technique from [9] . Let
for s = R, . . . , t − 1. We have
(by the very definition of ε Nt−1,t )
since ε Nt−1,t > 1, N t−1 > 4 ln t ∆ 2 N t−1 ,t = 0. Now, as for (10), we can argue that
Recalling the definition of β s,t , it is not hard to show that s ≥ 16/(λ 2 ln t) makes the first term on the right-hand side equal to zero. Hence choosing R ≥ 16/λ 2 in (11) implies
We sum over t = R + 1, . . . , n and take expectations. As before, we apply both Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds and Lemma 2 (we assumed R ≥ max
). This results in the following chain of inequalities:
2(n − 1)(n + 1) n 3 ≤ 6 + 4 ln n .
Piecing together, collecting the conditions on M and R we spread throughout and overapproximating gives the desired bound.
Experimental results
The selective sampling algorithm of Section 3 uses the margin on the current instance to decide whether further sampling is needed. If the margin falls below the current threshold value, then the algorithm asks for the label of the next instance. Intuitively, requesting the label of the same instance that realized the small margin should give us a better estimate, and this intuition is empirically confirmed. In fact, the only reason why we ask for the label of the next instance is technical: to analyze the algorithm, we need the time instants at which instances are stored to be stopping times (as specified in the appendix). To carry out the experiments described in this section, we have thus used the smarter variant requesting the labels of the same instances whose margin fell below the current threshold value. We tested our algorithm on a dataset consisting of the first 100,000 newswire stories from the Reuters Corpus Volume 1. Documents were mapped to real vectors using the bag-of-words representation. More precisely, after tokenization we lemmatized the tokens using a general-purpose finite-state morphological English analyzer and then removed stopwords (we also replaced all digits with a single special character). Document vectors were built by removing all words which did not occur at least three times in the corpus and using the TF-IDF encoding in the form (1 + ln tf) ln(N/df), where tf is the word frequency in the document, df is the number of documents containing the word, and N is the total number of documents (if tf= 0 the TF-IDF coefficient was also set to 0). To simulate a truly on-line classification task, the df coefficient was computed incrementally, that is, it was based on the actual documents observed so far according to the original Reuters numbering (to seed the statistics, we used the first three documents that were not subsequently fed to the algorithm). Finally, all document vectors were normalized to length 1.
We associated a binary classification task with each one of the 102 Reuters topics. For each topic, a positive example is any document labelled with that Fig. 2 . Plot of the instantaneous F -measure, averaged over all 102 topics, as the sequence of documents is fed to the classification algorithms. The performance of the selective sampling algorithm is compared to that of its variant which observes all labels and stores only mistaken instances ("no sampling"), and to that of the standard Perceptron algorithm (also receiving all labels). We also plotted the fraction of sampled labels. The selective sampling algorithm seems to be fairly unaffected by the fact that it observes less and less labels.
topic and a negative example is any document not labelled with that topic. We measured the classification performance using the F -measure 2RP/(R + P ), where P is precision (fraction of correctly classified documents among all documents that were classified positive for the given topic) and R is recall (fraction of correctly classified documents among all documents that are labelled with the given topic). Figure 2 shows that, on average, the empirical performance of our selective sampling algorithm is essentially unaffected by observing progressively fewer labels (performance of the standard Perceptron algorithm is included as a sanity check). This surprising behavior -we point out again that the selective sampling rule may make a mistake irrespective of whether the label was sampled or notcould be interpreted as the ability of the selective sampling algorithm to match the rate of sampled labels with the achievable learning rate (in other words, as the performance curve flattens, fewer labels are sampled). Figure 3 shows the performance on each individual topic over the last 5,000 documents in the sequence (this is different from the usual test set performance, as in our case learning was never stopped). Note that performance decreases, on average, according to the frequency of positive examples (which is decreasing from left to right in the plot). On the other hand, the overall fraction of sampled labels stays about the same (13%) throughout the different topics, but for the last few ones where learning did not take place at all due to the scarcity of positive examples (right-most side of the plot).
Conclusions and ongoing research
We have introduced a new selective sampling algorithm for probabilistic linear threshold classifiers. The algorithm maintains a least-squares estimate of the true (unknown) margin on the data and compares such an estimate with a dinamically adjusted threshold whose value is suggested by a large deviation analysis. We have proven a bound on the cumulative expected regret which grows only logarithmically above the expected number of requested labels. In turn, under suitable assumptions on the margin distribution (see Remark 1), the expected number of labels grows only logarithmically with the horizon n. We have reported on experiments with a "smarter" (or just "more reasonable") variant of the selective sampling algorithm which asks for the label of the instance that caused the small margin. We have shown that on textual data this algorithm seems to be unaffected by observing progressively fewer labels.
Our analysis in Section 3 works under a fair amount of side assumptions. For instance, the algorithm needs prior knowledge of both the horizon n and the smallest eigenvalue λ. This information is needed to keep the bias of the algorithm suitably small. We are currently investigating the extent to which this assumption could be removed without paying the price of a larger regret. By the same token, we are trying to prove bounds in terms of the margin of the process with no side conditions on the margin distribution.
Analyzing the algorithm we used in the experiments does not seem to be easy, since a direct concentration analysis appears to be inapplicable. We are currently exploring different avenues.
Finally, we are performing more extensive experiments applying our algorithms to other datasets, to see whether the surprising behavior reported in Section 4 recurs.
